SOLUTION BRIEF

Mimecast Email Security
Data Integrated with
Taegis™ XDR
Enabling security teams to respond faster to email threats and
improve overall cyber resilience.

The power of Mimecast
plus Taegis XDR allows
companies to:

•

Improve email visibility and
rapidly respond to email
security threats

•

More efficiently operate
with fewer skilled resources

Customers can
now easily add the
Mimecast email security
integration with
Taegis XDR to improve
overall investigations
effectiveness and
operational efficiency:
According to the FBI’s IC3, as of 2020 phishing is by far the most common attack
performed by cybercriminals. Email continues to be the most prolific attack vector and the
primary focus of most incident response efforts. Thus, extended visibility into email security
and the associated data is critical for every organization’s security strategy and practices.
By integrating Mimecast email security data with Secureworks Taegis XDR, organizations
can realize the full benefit of their investments and improve their organization’s overall
cyber resilience.
Secureworks Taegis XDR is an extended detection and response solution that helps security
teams prevent, detect and respond to advanced threats with automation, machine learningdriven analytics and comprehensive threat intelligence. Combining data from diverse
security solutions and leveraging hundreds of 3rd party integrations, Taegis XDR delivers
comprehensive visibility of threat activity across your enterprise.
Mimecast’s cloud-based Secure Email Gateway protects organizations and employees
using any cloud or on-premises email platform. It defends against inbound spear-phishing,
malware, spam and zero-day attacks by combining innovative applications and policies with
multiple detection engines and intelligence feeds.

Availability varies by region. ©2022 SecureWorks, Inc. All rights reserved.

•

Simplifies investigations
and improves the efficacy
of threat detections so
organizations can respond
with confidence

•

Provides centralized threat
detection in Taegis XDR
with added email log data

•

Enables joint customers
to facilitate correlation
of email security data
with endpoint, network
and other cloud security
data for threat hunting,
detection and response

•

Email security data is
automatically ingested
reducing the need to
manually stich data
together
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How Mimecast Data Strengthens Taegis XDR Investigations
Mimecast email security data can be quickly exposed during an active investigation.
When examining alerts and events in Secureworks Taegis XDR, investigations can be
used to gather and compile related information to seamlessly share with others on the
investigations team. Mimecast data on email threats can be revealed by using advanced
search queries. And, linking saved search queries to an investigation adds additional context
and facilitates easier hand-offs between analysts, improving the overall investigation
workflow.

The Taegis XDR-Mimecast integration provides the user with the ability to perform advanced
queries for emails using Mimecast's query language, for example, searching for specific
emails, or finding free text in emails in the Mimecast account.
The integration with Mimecast email security feeds additional data and context into the
Taegis XDR Email Watchlist detector. The Email Watchlist detector collects and normalizes
email events and converts them into an alert with an assigned severity and confidence
based on the activity observed.
By integrating Mimecast email security data with Secureworks Taegis XDR, joint customers
can leverage the full benefits of their investments while improving their organization’s
overall cyber resilience against the most widely used attack vectors. For organizations
without a SOC or enough skilled analysts, Secureworks can manage the solution for you
with Secureworks Taegis ManagedXDR.
Availability varies by region. ©2022 SecureWorks, Inc. All rights reserved.
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How It Works
• Emails received by Mimecast are passed through a series of hygiene and advanced
security scanning techniques, to ensure that they are safe before delivery to the
recipient.

• Malicious and unwanted emails are blocked and detailed information is provided for
further analysis.

• Email intelligence provided by Mimecast is sent to Secureworks Taegis XDR platform for
normalization.

• Secureworks Taegis XDR uses the email intelligence to alert analysts and add context to
data from other Secureworks Taegis XDR data sources.

About Secureworks
Secureworks® (NASDAQ: SCWX) is a global cybersecurity leader that protects customer progress with
Secureworks® Taegis™, a cloud-native security analytics platform built on 20+ years of real-world threat
intelligence and research, improving customers’ ability to detect advanced threats, streamline and
collaborate on investigations, and automate the right actions.

Availability varies by region. ©2022 SecureWorks, Inc. All rights reserved.

For more information,
call 1-877-838-7947 to
speak to a Secureworks
security specialist
secureworks.com

